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1. I question why the Planning Board is having this public hearing. We the public
have passed the ordinances that guide your work. We the public do not have
input into your application of those ordinances. It is your charge as a Planning
Board to educate yourself on the applicant's project and application, to have a
complete understanding of our ordinances, and to educate yourself on state laws
that apply. It is your charge to make a decision on a project based on fact, not on
the opinion of the public. The approval or rejection of this project is not based on
a popularity contest. (I understand after the hearing that the Planning Board has
to have a public hearing for a subdivision, but I still have the same concerns)

2. It's important for all of us here to understand that this project must be passed or
rejected entirely on whether it is in compliance with our ordinances. It doesn't
matter whether I, or anyone else, think it's a good project or a bad project,
whether I, or anyone else, think it would be a good thing for the island or a bad
thing. It only matters whether it meets the criteria set forth in our ordinances and
set forth by state law. You, the Planning Board, have to approve or reject this,
and any project, based on what our ordinances say at the time it was submitted. I
question the date you are using for submittal of the application: that it was the
date the Planning Board voted the application complete. The CEO rejected the
application as it was submitted on a certain date. He rejected the application as it
stood at that time, and as our ordinances stood at that time. It seems to me that
the Planning Board should be considering the same application, and judging it
under the same ordinances. If not, aren't you in an apples to oranges situation?

3. This project would not be in compliance with our ordinances in at least 3
instances,

a. It does not meet the requirements for 10,000 square foot per unit. That
requirement is still in effect after May 2008 Town Meeting, according to
Jim Nagle. The reason is that he is applying for a change of use, and that
new use is a conforming use since Town Meeting 2007. The square foot
requirement applies to a conforming use, under guidelines set forth in
Article 3.9.E 1. If it's considered non-conforming, then our ordinances do
NOT allow an increase in non-conformity.

b. It does not meet the requirements for 150 sq ft of shoreline per unit, a
requirement set forth by state law. See letter from David Littell,
Commissioner of the DEP, dated June 11, 2008. If the Planning Board
approves this application, the state will probably not allow it to be built. I
assume the Planning Board has an updated survey by a licensed surveyor
that shows how much shoreline the applicant has. The survey in the file at
Town Hall was done in 1993, (BEFORE the deck was expanded so it does



not show accurate lot coverage and does not show the incursion into the
shoreline zone), and does not indicate the amount of shoreline footage.
The small survey included in the addendum is a photo copy with no
footage and no indication that it's done by a licensed surveyor,

c. It does not meet the requirements for parking as described in our
ordinance. The applicant's plan for parking does not meet the straight
face test: meeting the requirements by restricting parking to golf carts is
not something the town could enforce, is discriminatory, and will not
encourage year round use; and the site chosen for parking is in the
shoreland zone, a use not allowed. There was never parking on that site in
my memory (since 1974): occasionally a car might stop there, but regular
parking would have blocked access to the float. It hasn't been used for
parking since the applicant owned the property. (Storing an abandoned
fire truck there does not count).

Any one of these things would be enough to reject the application. Taken
together, I do not see how the Planning Board can approve this project and be in
compliance with the Town's ordinances. Allowing the applicant to create 6 units
on a 13,000 sq ft parcel is creating an unrealistic density in a very fragile area, a
shoreline area that the state is committed to protecting, and the Town, through our
old and our proposed comprehensive plan, is committed to protecting.

I am also concerned by the point Mr. Donovan brought up at the hearing. The site
plan on file on line and that was available at the hearing shows no dimensions.
Was it done by a certified professional? Can the Planning Board review a site
plan that includes no dimensions?

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jordan


